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Gender-neutral
University honors former president
signs to be in all Dooley by renaming field
single bathrooms
by May 2022
Adam Zangari | News Editor

Maddie Bataille | Contributing Reporter

In 2013, a group of students approached former
University of Rhode Island President David Dooley
asking for at least one gender-inclusive bathroom in
each building on campus by 2020.
Dooley promised to create more gender-neutral
bathroom signage and turn single-stall bathrooms into
gender-neutral options throughout campus after the
request in 2013.
The request has not been fulfilled to have at least
one gender-inclusive bathroom in each building on
campus. However, Annie Russell, the director of the
Gender and Sexuality Center (GSC), said significant
progress has been made since the original call to action in 2013.
Students at the GSC held a protest on the Quad
in 2019 to push this promise into action. As a result,
the LGBTQIA+ Commission was formed by the Center to make this come true.
Erin Earle, the former co-chair of the LGBTQIA+
Commission and the current director of campus visit experience, said that there were many steps in this
project.
The first thing that had to be done was identify all
of the single-stall bathrooms on campus that could be
converted into gender-inclusive bathrooms, according
to Earle. This entailed going from building to building
and making a list of where the single-stall bathrooms
were and making note of that.
“In 2019 we identified more than 90 bathrooms
and changed them,” Russell said.
Earle mentioned that the process to change these
bathrooms had complications.
“We had to order all new signs that were inclusive
of all genders and get them approved,” Earle said. “A
lot of the single-stall bathrooms were either male or
female, but also still showed a picture of only the two
genders.”
She knew that the signs needed to be changed to
be inclusive to all people. The process of ordering new
signs was expensive and time-consuming, according to
her; however, these were not the only struggles.
Earle said that the University needed special permission from the state of Rhode Island to change the
single-stall bathrooms to gender-neutral due to building codes.
In the state of Rhode Island, building codes state
that there must be an equal number of female and
male bathrooms inside of state facility buildings. Russell explained that these codes were a part of legisContinued on Page 2
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The field in between
Avedisian Hall, the Coastal Institute and the Center
for Biotechnology and Life
Sciences is now officially the
David M. Dooley URI Science Quadrangle.
David Dooley served as
the President of the University of Rhode Island from
2009 through July of this
year, until current president
Marc Parlange started his
tenure as president of the
University in August.
Outside of Avedisian
Hall on Friday, Oct. 22 at
2 p.m. an event was held to
dedicate the space to Dooley. He and his wife Lynn
now split their time between
their native Montana and a
new home in Tucson, Arizona, yet both returned to
URI for the event. People
who worked closely with
the former president spoke
about his accomplishments
and time spent at URI.
Parlange said that under
Dooley’s tenure, the University emphasized accessibility and funding for new
research, which he said have
helped him in his new role.
“You have no idea how

I continually hear every day
about your many wonderful accomplishments and all
the good work that you have
done for the University and
for the state of Rhode Island,” Parlange told Dooley.
Parlange noted that he
and Dooley’s entrances to
the University were under
very different circumstances. He said that he one day
hopes to accumulate the
accolades that Dooley has
at URI. Parlange thanked
Dooley for his continued
help as he continues to adContinued on Page 2

Top: (Left to right) Mary Parlange, URI President Mark Parlange,
former-URI President David Dooley, Lynn Baker-Dooley attend the
dedication of the David M. Dooley URI Science Quadrangle.
PHOTO CREDIT: Bryan Kuklo | Contributing Photographer

Student Senate delays elections
indefinitely, declarations remain open
Possible return to paper ballots if issues persist
Erin Brown | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island’s Student Senate elections have been postponed indefinitely, but Senate members
are hopeful that this will lead to positives in the long term.
In the past few elections, students have been able to vote
online for the election through Campus Labs. The Senate
moved the process online to make voting easier and more
accessible for all students than voting with paper ballots in
the Memorial Union.
The new software requires a coordinator to run the system, and the current coordinator is unable to help indefinitely for undisclosed reasons. According to Leila Cox, the director of communications, no one else knows how to run the
system correctly and due to that, the elections were pushed.
Elections Committee chair Chris Bove said that the Senate is looking to hold elections within the first few weeks of
November. If Campus Labs is still unavailable at that time,
elections will be held in person with ballots.
Although the elections have been postponed indefinitely
right now, some Senate members see this as a good opportunity to recruit new senators.
“We have received an increased amount of declarations

since we announced the postponement, so people are definitely taking advantage of the time,” Bove said.
Any undergraduate student at URI can still declare to
run for a Senate position by going to the Student Senate office. If a student was unsure and didn’t declare in time for
the original date, they are highly encouraged to run. After
a student declares to run, they can campaign to their fellow
students around campus prior to the election, according to
Cox.
A variety of positions are open, including freshman representatives, on-campus and off-campus representatives and
at-large representatives. Each college at URI also has a student representative in the Senate.
Bove and Cox both stressed the need for a diversity of
majors, interests and backgrounds in the Senate and said all
students are wanted in the Senate.
“The Senate wouldn’t be an accurate representation
of students if it was all just political science students,” Bove
said.
The elections are promoted through social media, word
of mouth, signs and the Student Senate website. Senate
elections have been more
Continued on Page 3
heavily advertised than
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Thirteenth annual Be5k sees over 100 participants
Ronan Himelrick | Contributing Reporter

After a year without the Be5K on campus,
the University of Rhode Island is once again
hosting the annual run to benefit the Heather
Fund.
The Be5K has become a prominent event
each fall at URI, with over 100 participants taking part in it this year. Runners and walkers took
to the course starting at 10 a.m. on Saturday.
According to Amy Albert, the community
engagement coordinator at the Center for Career and Experiential Education (CCEE), the
event raised over $2,000 for the Heather Fund.
The Heather Fund is a suicide prevention fund
that advocates for mental health awareness and
is named after Heather Vennewald, a former
URI student who was lost to suicide.
“It’s really nice to be back in person and to
have people connecting together,” Albert said.
The CCEE, Counseling Center, Campus
Recreation, Psychological Consultation CenPUBLISHING INFORMATION ter, Health Services and URI Communications
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Why The Cigar?

The University of Rhode Island’s
student news organization takes its
tongue-in-cheek name from a comment made by Woodrow Wilson’s
Vice President, Thomas Marshall,
while addressing the US Senate.
Though the exact context of Marshall’s comment “what this country
needs is a good five-cent cigar,”
has been lost over the years, we, as
URI’s news organization, strive to
emulate our quirky name and give
just what this campus needs.

to participate in a survey to help.
“We’re just really trying to reinforce the
idea of just checking in on one another and
making sure students recognize the five signs of
emotional distress in one another,” Kennebrew
said. “We want to help create a culture of care
among college students.”
She explained that students from the colleges taking part in the program are working
with RIDOH to create short videos advocating
for mental health awareness and sharing their
own experiences.
URI’s Campus Recreation was present on
the Quad as well, promoting their fitness programs with a large banner that was filled with
physical activities to improve mental health.
“I’m very, very excited, especially in our
department all of our stuff is back in person,”
Ilayna Siebold, a certified health coach at Campus Recreation, said. “I’m glad students want to
be back doing stuff with us.”
Siebold explained that the Be5K was a
great way to continue the work done at the
Fresh Check day on Oct. 13, and continue to
advocate for mental health. Campus Recreation has taken steps to improve mental health
awareness in the URI community by focusing
on mindfulness and well-being, in conjunction
with physical health, according to Siebold.
Dave Lavallee, the assistant director of external relations and communications at URI,
took part in and helped to organize the event.
“It’s great to see the community come together again,” he said.
The Counseling Center also had a table
set up at the event and provided methods for
students to reach out if they need help, including services dealing with mental illness and race
and gender issues.
“Today is all about how you can best love

yourself,” Allison Hall, a clinical counselor from
the Counseling Center running the booth, said.
The Be5K plans to return next year and to
continue advocating for mental health awareness, according to Albert.
“The goal is just to continue to have conversations and open dialogue around mental
health awareness and suicide prevention,” Albert said. “If one person today says, ‘You know
what, I think I need to reach out for some additional support,’ then we were successful.”

The Be5K run strides towards suicide prevention and
mental health awareness by raising money
for the Heather Fund.
PHOTO BY: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer

Dooley - Continued from Page 1
just to the presidential role.
Laura Beauvais, URI’s interim provost, said that what she enjoyed
most about working with Dooley was his willingness to get behind new
ideas, provided that they were well-researched.
“It was refreshing to know that when you do your homework with
Dave, and you answer his questions and you’ve done your analysis, he
was very supportive of new ideas,” Beauvais said.
One of the initiatives she discussed with Dooley while she was a
professor was online classes, which allowed the University to be better
prepared for moving into online classes when the COVID-19 pandemic sent students home.
The event was emceed by current outgoing provost Donald DeHayes, who said that Dooley always brought a “scientist’s perspective”
to his role as president. He said that this is the reason the naming the
Science Quad after him made sense.
DeHayes also mentioned that the University is planning on building a new Life Sciences building on Flagg Road, which would enclose
the Science Quad.

Dooley was the last to speak at the event. He said that he valued
accuracy more than anything, and a lot of the accomplishments that
were chalked up to him happened because of those he worked with.
“All of the things [that were] mentioned indeed happened while
I was president of the University of Rhode Island, but most of the
people who made them happen are sitting out here,” Dooley said. “I
didn’t do that work. I just had the pleasure and the honor to be part of
a community that did that work.”
Additionally, he thanked the URI community, who he said were
“in the trenches” to help make URI a better place.
Dooley finished his speech by wishing Parlange well as he continues work left by the Dooley administration and starts new projects of
his own.
“I hope that when you finish your work, we’ll be able to stand in
the same sort of position that I’m able to stand in today and just be
immensely grateful for the opportunity to work with people like all of
you,” Dooley said.

Bathrooms - Continued from Page 1
lation to be more inclusive to females in the
1970s.
Later in 2019, due to budget cuts, Dooley cut all commissions, which included the
one Earle and the rest of the team that was
working on to change bathroom signs. The
project was then put on hold.
However, Annie Russell has said that
the GSC has worked on the approval to continue putting the remaining signs up since
then.
Coming up on a decade of this work being done, the project to get gender-inclusive
bathrooms on campus will reach a big accomplishment by the end of the semester,
Russell said.

“By the end of the semester, the current
University map will include an overlay feature to highlight where the gender-inclusive
bathrooms on campus are located,” she said.
By May 2022, all of the single-stall
bathrooms identified in 2019 will have been
changed to gender-inclusive signs, according to Russell.
A problem still ongoing in the project is
the accessibility of bathrooms. There is not
a single-stall bathroom in every building on
campus, so at this time, there cannot be an
inclusive, easily accessible bathroom in every building. For example, Russell said that
the gender-inclusive bathroom that is located in the Memorial Union is on the third

floor, which can be hard to reach and out
of the way.
“Students wait up to 45 minutes to use
this facility, and it is hard to find,” Russell
said.
Both Russell and Earle hope that they
can either construct new, gender-inclusive
bathrooms or eventually make multi-stall
bathrooms gender-inclusive.
At the moment, all residence halls and
new buildings, or ones undergoing significant construction, have gender-neutral
bathrooms on each floor.
An updated map that pinpoints each
gender-neutral bathroom on the Kingston
campus can be found on the GSC website.
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Series of car break-ins
leave community
members concerned
Leah Popovic | Web Editor

An increase in thefts from vehicles located in student parking lots has
shaken the University of Rhode Island’s on-campus community, leading
to intervention by URI’s Department
of Public Safety.
On Oct. 13, URI Communications sent out an email alerting students, faculty and staff to lock their
vehicles and take their valuables out
of their cars after a number of cars
in the Keaney parking lot were broken
into.
The notification said that multiple
vehicles were damaged and rummaged
through, with purses, cell phones and
other belongings being stolen.
Sophomore Bella Maindon was
contacted by the Department of Public Safety when campus police noticed
her rear car window had been tampered with.
“I walked down to Keaney once
they called me, and when I got there,
lots of police were looking at my
car and my window was completely
smashed,” she said.
The thief allegedly stole Maindon’s Michael Kors purse, which was
empty at the time, from the backseat
of her car.
Maindon said that officers at
the scene provided little relief as she
searched for answers.
“They did nothing,” she said.
“They basically told me to get my window fixed and said they were sorry. I
filled out a case report and just waited.”
According to Maindon, URI’s Department of Public Safety advised her
to tape a plastic bag over her car window to remedy the damage. Instead,
Maindon’s family traveled from Connecticut to pick up her vehicle for her.
Although cameras are located in
the Keaney parking lot, Maindon said
that her vehicle was out of range.
“They told me there wasn’t a camera near my car and said there is not
really any way that they could know
who it was,” she said.
Maindon said she felt “on her
own” after the experience, claiming
that officers offered limited solutions
to find the perpetrator.
She said that the Department of
Public Safety should increase police
presence in parking lots to combat
these crimes.
“Maybe someone should be patrolling the area,” she said. “If there

Claudia Stepien | Contributing Reporter

After a string of car break-ins in the Keaney parking
lot, there’s rising concern among community
members. PHOTO CREDIT: Siobhan Richards |
Staff Photographer

were actual police, people wouldn’t be
breaking into other people’s cars.”
Other students, including a friend
of Maindon’s, noticed that their unlocked cars had been scoured through
or stolen from in the same area.
URI Police Chief Michael Jagoda
said that campus officials are working
to resolve these issues, beginning with
accountability for the thief.
“Our ultimate goal is to catch
those people who are responsible so
the victims can get restitution,” Jagoda said.
According to Jagoda, an active investigation is in place for these crimes.
He also said that an increase in police
presence has been implemented in student parking lots.
He said that cameras can be helpful in these types of investigations,
however, the footage does not capture
the entire parking lot.
“[Cameras] are not always effective depending on the hour, angle or
the location,” he said. “We are going
to review those cameras, and I know
our detectives are working with officers to try to determine exactly who
could be responsible.”
Other currently unidentified physical evidence has been recovered from
the scenes as well, and campus police
are exploring all options of whose to
blame for these crimes.
The Department of Public Safety
encouraged students to reach out if
they see any suspicious behaviors in
the student parking lots. Jagoda said
that these crimes should not define
URI’s campus culture.
“We are recognized as a university
that has high values, and I would just
say that everyone should be respectful
of our community members,” he said.
“If you see something, say something.”

Delayed elections - Continued from Page 1
ever before, according to Cox, which has
also brought much more attention to the
Senate.
“This semester a part of our leadership team went to the URI 101 classes and
told them about the Senate and the open
seats available,” Cox said.
Cox hopes that by immediately making the freshmen aware of Student Senate, more freshmen will have interest in it

and join earlier.
Bove said that he wants students to
know that this is not a normal semester
for the Senate.
“I don’t want students to judge the
Senate just by how elections have gone
this year,” Bove said. “This is our first semester back in person, and we’re figuring
out the kinks.”

At the University of Rhode Island Faculty Senate’s second meeting of the academic year, the Senate reviewed and voted
on issues including course changes, concerns for the new year and progress towards
inclusion in University documents.
Michael Rice, the vice president of the
Senate, presented an informational report
about operations of the Information Technology Strategic Governance Committee
and a proposal to revise the honorary degree committee at the Oct. 21 meeting.
The proposal was to alter the language
in the manual and update titles, include additional members, remove staff who already
report to the President and allow faculty
staggered terms and renewal. The proposal
was approved with 49 yeas and 1 abstention.
University President Marc Parlange
delivered the president’s report with a roadmap and updates for the Senate, starting
with information about COVID-19 responses and preparedness.
“The unified response has paid off,”
Parlange said. “The community has done
its job.”
Parlange reported that there is slightly
less than one infection a day on campus,
which he credits to the URI community
being compliant with indoor masking and
keeping up with vaccinations.
In his report, Parlange also talked about
the restructured administrative policy committee, talked about addressing the climate
survey findings to the community, gave a
government relations update and praised
the Student Success Act that was signed on
Oct. 18 by Gov. Daniel McKee, which ensures in-state tuition for Rhode Island students regardless of their immigration status
Parlange also updated the Senate on
the status of bills from the last meeting, such
as the modified bereavement policy, creating an undergraduate minor in interdisciplinary neuroscience, use of gender-neutral
language in the University Constitution, bylaws and manual and a resolution honoring
Provost Donald DeHayes, all of which President Parlange approved.
Brenton DeBoef, the dean of the graduate school, delivered a graduate curriculum
report and proposed three minor course
changes to the Senate. The master’s in adult
education program requested to move from
the accelerated online program to a normal
in-person program and the master’s in music
education and doctorate nursing program
requested to change some required courses.
The change in music education would allow
for thesis and non-thesis options to MUS
570 and updating the Teacher Certification
Program requirements. In the nursing program, NUR 602 and NUR 603 would be
removed as required courses and NUR 601
and NUR 661 would be added as required
courses. The bills were passed unanimously.
A bill creating two new 500-level courses, LSC 558: Research Methods in the Field
of Information and MUS 576: Graduate
Music Education Practicum, and two new
600-level courses for Nursing, NUR 601:
Theoretical Foundations of Nursing Sci-

ence and NUR 661: Integrative Review for
Nursing Science was also proposed. The bill
was passed unanimously.
Christopher Kincaid, the chair of the
curriculum and standards committee, discussed making changes to existing courses,
adding three new courses, ITR 306: Workplace Readiness for Arts and Humanities
Majors, ITR 307: Workplace Readiness for
Communication/Media Majors and SPA
419: Spanish Dialectology. He also suggested program changes including changing
the title of the online degree completion in
communication studies and adding two new
courses to the film media department. All
three proposals were approved unanimously.
Damon Rarick, the chair of the general
education committee, presented an informational report about goals for the GEC
this year, such as finding the best methods
for reviewing the effectiveness of the current general education program and ways
to improve in the future.
Three motions to add language to the
constitution, by-laws and university manual
to allow for editorial changes to streamline
editing processes and efficiently maintain
these texts were proposed by Marilyn Barbour, the chair of the constitution, by-laws
and university manual committee. Each of
these proposals was passed.
Ryan Trimm, the chair of the service
and community life committee, also gave an
informational report about the committees
next steps, such as talking to groups across
campus and their needs and looking at the
practices and opportunities offered at other
universities
Amanda Izenstark, the chair of the
committee on technology and infrastructure, went over the committee’s informational report and shared results from their
2021 Faculty Technology and Infrastructure
Survey. The survey revealed concerns about
hardware access, software access, communication issues, and support for teaching and
student learning.
In the survey results, the committee attached recommendations on how to solve
these problems. The committee said they
want to “ensure that all full-time and parttime faculty members across the University
have computers that will support their work
and develop a replacement plan that would
support provision of a new computer every 4-5 years, as well as replacements when
needed.”
The meeting concluded with an informational report from Chris Roman, the
chair of the center review subcommittee,
and Nancy Eaton, the chair of the committee for research and creative activities. The
report included information about progress the committee made last year, such as
successfully updating the University Manual language, and goals for the 2021-2022
academic year, including reviewing applications for new centers and institutes and
establishing a review schedule for current
centers and institutes.
The next Faculty Senate will hold their
next meeting on Nov. 18 at 3 p.m.
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Harrington School expands social media presence
Takes over Arts & Sciences account, develops design standards
Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

The Harrington School’s social media accounts have
recently undergone major changes, including the start of
Harrington’s TikTok account, as well as the school taking
over the College of Arts and Sciences (A&S) social media
accounts.
The social media accounts are run by Leah Cooper,
the social media specialist for Harrington, with her team
of eight interns.
Since she started two years ago, Cooper said she has
tried to ramp up the Harrington social media accounts,
giving them all a bit of a new look. When Cooper started,
the Instagram account had approximately 1,000 followers
and, as of Oct. 27, the account has 3,165 followers, she
said.
The Harrington team also recently took over the A&S
social media accounts, including their LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
“In September, we took over all [of] Arts and Sciences
socials to keep the brand a little bit more integrated,” Cooper said. “For us to grow, we want to make sure that we
help them grow as well.”
According to Abigail Amatucci, a social media and
video production intern for Cooper, the social media interns come up with content ideas and pitch them to Cooper. If they are approved, they are the ones going out and
getting the content, whether that be pictures or videos.
“From my internship with the Harrington School, I
have learned so much about working in social media and
digital video,” Amatucci said. “This internship has given
me a great opportunity to build my portfolio and work with
other students I normally wouldn’t work with at URI.”
She said that one of the most important aspects of social media is making sure that everyone involved is following the same style guides. This includes having the same

fonts, colors and overall look between different accounts.
“We’re trying to unify Harrington socials and their
message,” Cooper said. “We’re working to show how we’re
a unified brand.”
One of the big projects that Cooper and the social media interns are working on is connecting the A&S’ Instagram branding to be more connected with the Harrington
Instagram. New style guides have been put in place for the
account to match the Harrington Instagram account.

According to her, the team is hoping to establish the
new style rules so that no matter which major within the
school is making a post, they can still follow the same format as other established accounts, giving them a boost.
Outside of appearance and consistency, the team’s
strategy also lays out how often they are posting and what
each social media platform’s content should be.
“We try to post three to five times a week,” Amatucci said. “We just want to have a clear voice and branding
strategies that come across in a very clear way to everyone,
so there’s certain things to consider. If we post on Insta-

University acquires $250,000
grant for opioid blocker
Narcan to be distributed throughout R.I.
Christian Silvia | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island recently approved a
$250,000 grant from the Rhode
Island Foundation to purchase
3,000 doses of Narcan for urban
communities with high opioid use
and overdose rates.
Narcan, known by the generic name naloxone, is a drug that
can treat narcotic overdoses in
emergency situations.
The Community First Responder Program (CFRP) has educated students on opioid use and
taught them to use Narcan since
2019 and has worked to teach student organizations how to administer Narcan, such as Greek Life.
In 2019, the CFRP was given a grant of just over $1 million
from URI to serve students. Soon
after, another $250,000 donation
funded the expansion of the program to the larger community.
“This grant for Narcan is specifically going to harm reduction
organizations that are primarily
in Providence, Central Falls, Pawtucket,” Anita Jacobson, a clinical
professor of pharmacy and the
program director of the CFRP,

said. “It is really for mostly highrisk individuals who use unregulated substances actively.”
During the COVID-19 pandemic, opioid addictions and
overdose have grown, which Jacobson attributes to the struggles
that people are having with mental health.
“We had the largest amount
of overdoses on record in the state
in 2020,” Jacobson said, with 384
fatal overdoses happening last
year.
The grant comes after the
Faculty Office Hour hosted by
Jacobson, where she discussed
the opioid epidemic and the use
of Narcan to combat opioid overdoses.
“We just think it was really
good timing,” Bryan Smith, the
communications and program
specialist for the URI Foundation
and Alumni Engagement, said.
“It just sort of really lined up with
Narcan being in the news and
Anita talking about it [at the Faculty Office Hour] as well.”
Smith said that they started the Faculty Office Hours as a
way to showcase the research that
faculty on campus are doing and

show it to a wider audience.
The CFRP started in Washington County, according to
Smith, but has expanded throughout the state, leading to the current grant.
The money will mostly be
going towards nonprofits in urban areas of the state as opposed
to the more rural areas of Washington County that the University
usually works with. They will still
work with one of the non-profits
running in Washington County.
The group has already distributed over 5,000 Narcan kits to
the rural areas since February of
2020. The CFRP will be working
with these communities on the
proper use and safety of Narcan.
“We will be making sure that
all of the harm reduction workers have been trained,” Jacobson
said. “Most of the people who
work for those agencies are people
who themselves are in recovery.”
As a result, these groups tend
to be peer-recovery groups, where
the responders teach the people
using substances how to recognize
and respond to an overdose as
well as how to use Narcan properly, according to her.

gram that’s mostly targeted towards students. If we post
on LinkedIn, that’s mostly targeted toward alumni and
donors.”
Recently, both the Harrington and A&S social media
accounts have pivoted towards posting more video content. This pivot included the creation of the Harrington
TikTok account that features different content than what
people might see on other platforms.
On the Instagram accounts, Cooper said there are frequent spotlights on alumni and faculty, trivia questions on
their stories and posts about major events that are coming
up. The TikTok account has been more focused on following current trends, including a recent TikTok Bones Day
or no Bones Day video, based off of a viral trend, that was
posted.
Right now, Cooper said she feels like a lot of students
don’t identify with A&S because of how large it is as a
school and how many majors it covers. She hopes to create
the same pride for A&S students that Harrington students
have.
“We want to make sure that we help connect everyone
with Harrington or with Arts and Sciences,” Cooper said.
“Arts and sciences is a little harder. Harrington students
have the identity of a Harrington School student, but it’s
more of a challenge with Arts and Sciences since it is one
of the biggest colleges on campus.”
These social media accounts also show current and
prospective students, as well as alumni, the different experiences individuals have as part of these schools.
“It just really shows who we are as a school,” Amatucci said. “It’s also important, especially to prospective
students, to get an idea of what we have to offer and what
we look like from the inside because getting that insight
through social media is something you won’t always get
from a campus tour.”
PHOTO CREDIT: harrington.uri.edu
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Lab group creates innovations
within biomedical field
Evan Winslow | Contributing Reporter

After joining the URI community in July
2006, Geoffrey Bothun, the chair of the chemical engineering department, created the Bothun Lab Group to make innovations in the biomedical field and environmental sensing.
The lab group takes on students and postdoctorates as researchers to help design nanotherapeutic materials or detect and remove
harmful environmental pollutants including
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS).
“I think what we’re really motivated [by] is
just how nature has evolved to use nanotechnology to create incredibly amazing beautiful
complex things that we see every day,” Bothun
said, “and trying to capitalize on some of those
abilities.”
Over the past five to six years, Bothun has
constructed a project to create multipurpose
particles that can be used in different therapeutic applications. He considers the particle
project to be their largest contribution to the
biomedical field, as the particles can help kill
cancer cells from the inside using infrared lasers.
“What we do is we use the inherent properties of these biological soft molecules in order
to form different types of structures really as a
template to organize magnetic nanoparticles, as
a way to fabricate gold shells on the surface,”
Bothun said. “Both of these materials hold a
lot of promise for various therapeutic applications.”
Animesh Pan, a postdoctoral fellow at the
Bothun Lab Group, explained that the lab
works to design multifunctional nanoparticles
to be implemented into various forms of therapy with efficacy.
“Suppose we are designing those materials
for photothermal and photodynamic therapy,”
Pan said. “We want to see that our design gives
more efficacy [towards] hormone therapy and
photodynamic therapy.”
Another lab focus is the detection and removal of PFAS chemicals, which can be found
in cooking sprays, firefighting foams, drinking
water supplies and the atmosphere.
Muzahidul Islam Anik, a fourth-year Ph.D.
student studying chemical engineering, has
worked on developing a system to help detect

and remove PFAS chemicals from entering the
human body through water and prevent the various harmful effects of the chemical on people.
“We are making a nanoparticle system,
which is magnetic in the core and on the shell
we have the gold and we are using some ligand
to selectively catch the PFAS from water, and
then using a static magnetic field to remove the
particles from the solution, which eventually
clears the water [of PFAS],” Anik said.
Eight universities collaborate on the (EPSCoR Projects) environmental sensor creation
study, which are set to finish in August 2022,
according to Bothun.
Bothun has also served as the principal investigator and project director of the Rhode
Island Consortium for Coastal Ecology Assessment, Innovation and Modeling. He has been
doing this since the $19 million National Science Foundation grant started the Rhode Island
Established Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research program in September 2017.
“We’re trying to create nanostructured sensors for improved environmental detection of
nitrates and phosphates because those are often
abundant in our coastal waters, due to fertilizer
runoff,” Bothun said.
Anik has also noticed how the lab communicates and publicizes research with many
international reputable journals including the
American Chemical Society and Chemosphere.
“Our lab group has been communicating
with very good journals, and we have been publishing our work in those international journals,” Anik said, “and those are highly recognized and they’re heavily read throughout the
scientific community.”
Bothun found that one project has helped
form an understanding of how microplastics
and nanoplastics on the ocean surface interact
with nature and each other as the particles go
through weathering conditions. Pan finds that
Bothun always tells the lab to find a way to help
the community.
“That’s the major role of our group and
we specifically designed the project in a certain
way that we could help in our community, “ Pan
said.
Bothun hopes that the lab group continues
to create innovations in biomedical technologies
and environmental sensing in the long term.

GSC holds panel
discussion on anti-sex
work legislation
Maddie Bataille | Contributing Reporter

To celebrate the end of National Coming Out Month, the University of Rhode Island Gender and Sexuality Center (GSC) hosted a
series of events to normalize discussions about sexuality entitled SexFest
As part of this event series, the GSC held a presentation hosted by
two sociology professors followed by a discussion about anti-sex work
legislation on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
Julie Keller, associate professor of sociology, started the event by
discussing how LBGTQIA+ identities are represented in television,
movies and other media. She specifically focused on the show “The L
Word,” highlighting the positive and negative aspects of having a show
represent an identity.
“The L Word,” which aired from 2004 to 2009, tells the stories of
a group of lesbian characters through their complex lives and, more
importantly, their sex lives. The characters in the series are involved in
sex work.
“About 20 years ago, producers were not excited to air this type
of content, which is what makes its appearance so groundbreaking,”
Keller said.
The show illustrated a new perspective of the many kinds of complex relationships and sex lives of lesbian characters, which is something that had not been done in that way on TV before, Keller said.
Some students in attendance said that representation of
LGBTQIA+ identities is good to have in the media because it can foster a sense of belonging.
“At the time, my friends and I were wondering where other types of
gender representation were,” Keller said, referencing the lack of diverse
queer representation in mainstream media at the time “The L Word”
gained attention.
Sometimes, queer representation in media is not inclusive of all
identities and often pigeonholes how a queer person should look and
act, according to Keller.
Katie Riedy, a student staff member at the GSC, said that queer
representation is linked to the way we perceive sex work in our society.
Discrimination in workplaces, high levels of youth, LGBTQIA+ homelessness and other factors often push people within the LGBTQIA+
community into alternative types of careers.
“In order to accomplish LGBTQ+ equality, we need to ensure safety of sex workers,” Riedy said.
Christine Zozula, an associate professor of sociology at URI, spoke
more about anti-sex work legislation in the United States and how it
affects and connects to the LGBTQIA+ community.
The Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) and Fight Online
Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) were passed in April 2018 due to a “moral
panic” that was happening in American society caused by an amplified
fear of sex trafficking, according to Zozula.
She said that these acts criminalized any person who is a sex worker. For example, according to Zozula, if your partner was a sex worker,
and you were driving them down the street to an appointment, you
would be committing sex trafficking.
Zozula said that social media sites put a ban on all adult content in
an attempt to regulate postings that would violate these twin bills. Additionally, some apps banned certain tags, including the hashtag lesbian,
which is unavailable on Instagram and other social media apps.
“[These laws] make it hard for sex workers to protect their own
safety, screen for clientele and access places to advertise,” Zozula said.
She said these laws and regulations strip queer people of that online
presence within their community.
These anti-sex work legislations do a great deal of harm to the
LGBTQIA+ community because of the way identities within the
LGBTQIA+ community and sex work are intertwined, according to
Riedy.
She said most people would favor the decriminalization of the
SESTA and FOSTA bills to improve safety for sex workers. A
There are so many different identities, and they all deserve to be
recognized, Riedy said.
“Because the existence of being an LGBTQIA+ is sexualized, sex
and sexuality end up overlapping,” Riedy said. “We can’t really separate out gay issues, trans issues [and] sex work issues because to straight,
[cisgender] society, a lot of us are viewed the same, but there are so
many different identities, all of which have difference issues, that deserve to be see and deserve to be understood.”
The GSC is continuing its conversations throughout the month of
October. They are located at 19 Upper College Road and are open from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Fridays. This Friday, the GSC is hosting a Halloween Throwback Drag
The Bothun Lab Group is making innovations in the biomedical field with nanotherapeutic materials. Ball at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Union Ballroom and a live performance
PHOTO CREDIT: Contributed by Geoffrey Bothun of “Rocky Horror Picture Show” at 10 p.m. in Edwards Auditorium.
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Do-not fear, R.I. Guys Donuts is here
New donut shop moves into the Kingston Emporium
Ronan Himlerick | Contributing Reporter

A new donut shop, RI Guys Donuts, has opened in the
Kingston Emporium, bringing over 30 flavors of donuts,
donut cakes and breakfast food to hungry students.
The shop, located at 99 Fortin Road, opened on Oct.
8 in partnership with Coffee ‘n Bagel Connection in Bonnet Shores.
RI Guys boasts over 30 flavors of donuts, including
Maple Bacon and Fruity Pebbles, which have become
extremely popular with students, according to co-owner
Samantha Zeolla. In addition to donuts, the shop offers
coffee, bagels, muffins and breakfast sandwiches.
One of their most popular sandwiches is the
“Rhody Slammah,”
a concoction of a
bacon or sausage egg
and cheese sandwich
held between glazed
donut buns.
Zeolla explained
that their shop has experienced a lot of success so far, and attributed this to the students
and local community
members that frequent
the Emporium.
“Donuts are big in
Rhode Island, there’s
a big market for them,”
Zeolla said. “People
love donuts, they’ll eat them whenever.”
Zeolla, a graduate of URI’s nursing program, opened
the shop with her husband Ryan, the former general manager of Allie’s Donuts, following the two parties’ split. She
described Ryan’s departure as “local Rhode Island drama.”
RI Guys specializes in donut cakes, which are full-size
cakes made from the same dough as the donuts and which

can be customized for parties or events. Zeolla explained
that donut cakes are a popular item that can be made in
nearly any shape or size.
The donuts are prepared overnight, where they are
each hand-cut and frosted, which makes every single one
unique, according to Zeolla. This in-house production also
allows customers to custom order donuts.
“Obviously some donuts are smaller and some are
bigger, but they’re all made with love,” Zeolla said. “People ask us for custom stuff all the time, we’ll go ahead and
make it because we make them all here.”
She said that the Emporium turned out to be a great
location for the shop. The ventilation system from the
prior owners was necessary for the shop to even
open, and saved the owners about $20,000 to install a new system.
“When I was in
college here, this used
to be BAGELZ, and
there was always a line
there,” Zeolla said. “I
knew that with kids
getting back, that
there’d be great foot
traffic.”
RI Guys Donuts is the only donut shop in the Emporium and they
hope to be able to share donuts with the URI community
and beyond.
“We’re trying to be like a mom-and-pop donut shop
with trendy donuts,” Zeolla said. She noted that their donuts aren’t as expensive as their competitors.
Students are their primary customers, so they hope to
balance the quality of their donuts with affordability, according to Zeolla. She also said RI Guys is already starting
to accrue some regulars.

“It’s
a cool spot, I like it,” sophomore
Griffin Martin said. “I like that there’s coffee and donuts, so it’s
a good morning or afternoon spot, especially when everything else up here is like dinner.”
In terms of the future, Zeolla remains hopeful that RI
Guys can continue to serve the students of URI.
Local couple brings experience from Allie’s Donuts to new
donut shop in the URI Emporium.
PHOTO CREDIT: Melissa Marchese | Staff Photographer

Rhody grad joins R.I. Journalism Hall of Fame
John Palumbo: From public relations to journalism
Hannah Charron | Contributing Reporter

John Palumbo, ‘76, the owner of
Rhode Island Monthly, was recently inducted into the Rhode Island Journalism
Hall of Fame as part of their class of
2021.
The Hall of Fame honors journalists
who have been influential in their profession, according to their website.
During his time at URI, Palumbo
was involved in The Good Five Cent Cigar as a features reporter. He wrote album and concert reviews, as well as human interest stories. Palumbo was also a
member of a fraternity and was on the
Interfraternity Council where he worked
on public relations.
After graduating from URI with a
bachelor’s degree in journalism and a minor in marketing, Palumbo started working in public relations, where he worked
for nearly the first decade of his career.
He worked at Duffy and Shanley, an
advertising agency, for a little over seven
years and then worked in the sales department at CVS for two years. Finally,
Palumbo ended up at the Providence

Journal Company and the Cranston
Herald, where he wrote sports articles.
After that, he decided to go back to CVS,
where he worked for under a year before
being recruited by his former boss from
the Providence Journal Company, Howard Sutton, to run Rhode Island Monthly.
Howard said that he needed a publisher and Palumbo was the “perfect person” to take over Rhode Island Monthly.
He described Palumbo as a creative journalist with a passion and a strong work
ethic.
Howard said that he was happy
to hear that the man he had recruited
many years ago would eventually join the
Rhode Island Journalism Hall of Fame.
“I would say it’s well overdue given
the contributions he’s made to Rhode Island not only in journalism, but [for] all
the time and energy he’s given to nonprofit groups both as a volunteer and also
a leader of some very notable nonprofits
like the Roger Williams Zoo,” Howard
said.
Palumbo said that the process for
getting into the Hall of Fame is relatively
simple.

“You need to be nominated by someone who is in the Hall of Fame,” Palumbo said. “The Hall of Fame committee
needs to approve your nomination, and
then the board of directors approves it
from there.”
Palumbo said he has been part of
a wide variety of organizations, and his
career hasn’t necessarily been the usual
journalistic path. His work and dedication in the field of journalism have led
him to be inducted into the Rhode Island
Journalism Hall of Fame.
Howard said that in addition to his
journalistic skills, Palumbo has a “marketing and creative side” that propelled
him to where he is today. According to
Howard, he has been a great help for
Rhode Island Monthly over his 25 years
of work.
“When I made the decision to purchase the company back in 2008/2009,
one of the worst economic freefalls in
recent times, I was scared to death,” Palumbo said. “The risk, the debt, the uncertainty were at times overwhelming.
To be recognized for keeping another
voice alive and contributions to journal-

John Palumbo, ‘76, was inaugurated into the class
of 2021 Rhode Island Journalism Hall of Fame for
his contributions to journalism in the state.
PHOTO CREDIT: Hannah Charron | Contributing
Photographer

ism, URI and to my community is pretty
cool.”
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What is your ideal way to spend Halloween?
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“I want to dress up
ahmet, ‘25 (Cen
candy.” - Amir R

“Watching movies, probably. Preferably ‘Halloweentown.’”
-Erin McLinden, ‘24 (Center)

“I might go to Mews. I think they’re doing something.”
- Jack Curran, ‘22 (Left)

“I’m doing the drag sh
ow, and I’m working
on ‘Rocky
Hor ror.’ T hen I’m go
ing to go to a nice Hal
low
een party and probably
end up watching scary
movies on Halloween
.”

- Jessica Spalding
, ‘22 (Right)

“I’m going to Fright Fest at Six Flags
for Halloween, which is pretty ideal [for] me.”
- Carolyn Sena ‘24

“I think everyone has to go all out for the costumes. Halloween is important to me.”
- Gabby Richard, ‘25 (Center)
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THIS WEEK AT URI Dasha’s Weekly Psych Fact:
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2021

Music, your brain

FLU CLINIC FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

Dasha Albee | Contributing Reporter

4pm-6:30pm • MEM UNION BALLROOM • FREE

URI Health Services and the College of Pharmacy will be offering a
free flu clinic for students, faculty and staff. No registration needed.
Please be sure to bring your URI ID.

URI JAZZ BIG BAND - FALL 2021

8pm • FINE ARTS CENTER, CONCERT HALL • $Various
Emmett Goods, director. “Basically Basie”, a tribute to Count Basie and
his orchestra. An evening of swinging jazz!

URI LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS: THAISA WAY

7pm -9pm • Pharmacy/Avedesian Hall Room 170 • FREE
Professor of the LAR Program at the U of Washington and Director
of the Garden and Landscape Studies at Dumbarton Oaks Research
Library and Collection, speaks on Race and Gender in the Emergence
of Landscape Architecture as a part of the Annual URI Landscape
Architecture Lecture Series.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2021

HALLOWEEN THROWBACK DRAG BALL
& ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW

Drag Show: 8pm-10pm • MEM. U, ATRIUM 2 • FREE
Rocky Horror: 10pm-12am • EDWARDS AUD. • FREE

Join the Gender & Sexuality Center on Friday October 29th for a special
Halloween double feature! Join us from 8-10 pm in the Memorial Union
Atrium 2 for our annual Drag Ball! This year’s theme is Halloween
Throwback, and is hosted by the lovely Semi Sweet and Ninny Nothin,
starring a cast of drag artists both local and from far away. You won’t
want to miss this! After the show, join us as we continue the party to
Edwards Auditorium for Rocky Horror Picture Show!

MEN’S ICE HOCKEY VS. UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
7pm • BOSS ICE ARENA • FREE

Hi readers, welcome back to Dasha’s Weekly Psych
Fact! We are halfway through the semester; I hope everyone is taking mental breaks and eating well. We’ve
got some rainy weather hitting us, so cozy up with some
hot cocoa and enjoy the rain from the comfort of your
home or dorm. Maybe while you’re listening to the
rain, you can also listen to your favorite comfort playlist.
Now I don’t know about you, but I personally love
music. Music has so many abilities that people don’t
even consider. Only recently has music therapy become
a thing and is an intervention used to promote emotional health, help patients cope with stress and boost
psychological well-being.
Believe it or not, numerous studies have indicated that playing music for plants promotes faster and
healthier growth. A Colorado greenhouse owner determined that plants “listening” to rock music deteriorated
quickly and died within a couple of weeks, while plants
thrived when exposed to classical music.
Just like plants, humans can grow spiritually while
listening to music. Music can relax the mind, energize
the body and even help people better manage pain.
Everyone’s music taste is different and unique and I
strongly believe a person’s music taste reflects their personality.
FACT: The psychological effects of music can be
powerful and wide-ranging. Now, let’s dive into five
psychological benefits of music according to Verywell
Mind.
Music can improve cognitive performance. If you
are someone who needs music to focus or study, you
are not alone. Research suggests that background music can improve performance. One study found that
playing more upbeat music led to improvements in pro-

cessing speed, while both upbeat and downbeat music
led to benefits in memory. I’ve personally noticed that
EDM and upbeat rock music help me type faster, while
jazz helps me relax.
Music can reduce stress. It has long been suggested that listening to music can help reduce or manage
stress. Consider the trend centered on meditative music created to soothe the mind. Fortunately, this is one
supported by research. This is why you will often hear
soothing music at a yoga studio or spa.
Music can help you sleep better. In a study looking
at college students, participants listened to classical music, an audiobook or nothing at all at bedtime for three
weeks. The study found that participants who had listened to classical music had significantly better sleep
quality than those who had listened to the audiobook
or received no intervention.
Music can improve mood. Another science-backed
benefit of music is that it just might make you happier.
In one examination of the reasons why people listen to
music, researchers discovered that music played an important role in mood. It can also help decrease symptoms of depression.
Music can improve motivation. Researchers have
found that listening to fast-paced music motivates people to work out harder. So if you are trying to stick to
a workout routine, consider loading up a playlist filled
with fast-paced tunes that will help boost your motivation and enjoyment of your exercise regimen. This
doesn’t only go for working out, but also for motivating
yourself daily. I listen to my favorite tunes in the morning to help me be ready to conquer the day.
All in all, music has so many awesome benefits that
we don’t even realize. So, listen to some relaxing tunes
in this rainy weather and then get some hype music to
finish that homework you don’t want to do. You got
this!

Come down to the Boss Ice Arena and cheer on our Rhody Rams Men’s
Hockey team as they take on Delaware! The teams also play Sat at 4pm

These are cultures. Not costumes.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2021

Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

URI FOOTBALL VS. UNIV OF MAINE
1pm • MEADE STADIUM • FREE

Come down to Meade Stadium and cheer on our Rhody Rams Football
team as they take on the Maine Bears!

MOVIE NIGHT: HOCUS POCUS

10pm • EDWARDS AUDITORIUM • FREE

We will be showing Hocus Pocus for any interested URI Student wanting
to join. This is a FREE event for students. Registration ahead of time is
required.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2021

FACULTY OFFICE HOUR: JAIME ROSS, PH.D.
TOPIC: AGING AND BRAIN DISORDERS
6pm-7pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

This fall, Faculty Office Hour is focusing on brain health.
In our second session Jaime M. Ross, Ph.D. will discuss aging and
brain aging disorders. Dr. Ross is an assistant professor of neuroscience within the George and Anne Ryan Institute for Neuroscience and
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences in the College of Pharmacy.
In her research, Dr. Ross uses genetic and genomic approaches to
understand the basic mechanisms of disease, focusing on aging and
age-related diseases, and in particular brain aging disorders such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS: RHODY VIRTUAL TRIVIA
8 pm - 9 pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Test your mind through Rhody Virtual Trivia night(s) for URI students!
Join us for fun, laughs, and entertainment, all while competing to win
a gift card! Register through IMLeagues.com/uri, to recieve a link to a
Zoom Room to participate. All participation levels are welcome!
8 Rounds of Trivia that will include a half-time question after round 3
and a final question after all 8 rounds.
Sneak peek of 3 of the categories will be announced on @uricampusrec
Instagram Stories the day before Individual players compete to win!
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place participants will WIN Gift Card prizes.! Every
Wednesday throughout the semester.

In 2019, The Good Five Cent Cigar published an
article about complaints made following a sorority’s
lack of sensitivity around Halloween costumes, ranging
from white girls dressed up as Black male rappers to
another dressed up as a homeless person.
We don’t want to have to publish another one of
these articles.
This Sunday is Halloween, and I truly hope everyone has a great time dressing up, hanging out with
friends and doing whatever their heart desires. As long
as what your heart desires doesn’t involve taking someone’s culture or hardships and making it into a “cute”
costume for a night.
If you’re not Indigenous and thinking about going
as Pocahontas or wearing a Native American headdress, don’t.
If you’re white and want to dress up as a person of
color and plan on reaching for some darker makeup or
hitting up the tanning booth, don’t.
If you think writing on cardboard and wearing old
clothes to look like a homeless person makes for a nice
and easy option, don’t.
The list could go on and on, but it’s 2021, and I
would hope you all know by now what costumes are
insensitive and just downright racist. Still, I’m writing
this article because if the 2019 incidents taught me
anything, it’s that people could use some reminding.
So, here’s your reminder. You have another three days
to put together your costumes, so if you’re starting to
question the nature of yours, it’s time for you to visit
your local Party City or do some online shopping for
a new one.
“But what about cultural appreciation?” you might
ask. Well, there are many ways to do this. If you want
to dress up as your favorite fictional character who happens to be of a different race or culture than you, there’s
no need to alter the way you look physically. If your
costume is good enough, people should be able to recognize who you are without you trying to change your

skin tone in some way. Trust me, it’s better to be known
as the person whose costume made no sense than the
person who decided to adorn brownface, blackface or
yellowface this Halloween. Again, if you’re nervous
people might take it the wrong way, you’re probably
airing more on the side of appropriation than appreciation.
In 2011, students at Ohio University launched a
poster campaign titled, “We’re a culture, not a campaign.” These posters featured different people holding
up pictures of costumes that were insensitive to their
cultures. One image featured a young Arab boy holding up a picture of a white man wearing what is meant
to be a shemagh and has fake dynamite strapped to his
chest. “This is not who I am, and this is not okay,” the
text on the poster said. Another featured an Asian man
next to a white man dressed nerdily with glasses on, but
the lenses had images of “Asian eyes” taped on them.
“You wear the costume for one night, I wear the stigma
for life,” was the text in this 2012 campaign.
This campaign perfectly encapsulates the problem
with cultural appropriation in general, but specifically
with Halloween costumes. Halloween comes once a
year, and everyone should enjoy it, but if your enjoyment involves playing into harmful cultural stereotypes
or racist dress, then you’ve crossed a serious line. The
positive here is that if you do think you can get away
with this for one night, it’ll probably follow you for the
rest of your life. We often hear that once it’s on the internet, it’s there forever. Think twice before you make
an Instagram post or add to your Snapchat story. Think
twice before entering a space with other people because
pictures will be taken, and once those pictures get out,
action will be taken as well. There was never a place for
these costumes, and there’s certainly no place for them
in 2021.
You don’t want to pick up the next issue of The
Good Five Cent Cigar and see an article was written
about you and your culturally insensitive costume.
Happy Halloween; please do the right thing this
Sunday.
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Jazz combos come in swinging

Save the BOObs!
David Broccoli | Contributing Reporter

The music department held its first jazz combos since 2019 offering performances from trombonists, guitarists, drums and pianists.
PHOTO CREDIT: Nadia Sutyrina | Contributing Photographer
Dasha Albee | Contributing Reporter

Brilliant trombone, guitar, drums and piano entertained students, staff and the community at the
first University of Rhode Island Jazz Combos Night
on Tuesday in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.
Doors opened at 7 p.m. and entry required a
QR code of a pre-paid ticket, providing easy contactless access. The doors of the concert hall opened
to reveal a dazzling purple-lit stage set with instruments.
As the concert began, Emmett Goods, assistant professor of music/teacher in jazz trombone,
thanked everyone for coming out for the evening for
the first jazz combos night since 2019, after having
been cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“The students are so excited and have been
practicing both virtually and in person in preparation for this performance,” said Goods.
Wyatt Crosby, bassist for the URI Latin Jazz Ensemble, explained that members of the combos were
students, faculty and graduate students who wanted
to learn to play jazz pieces in smaller groups.
“The directors teach us the pieces and we are
then free to make them our own and add our solos,”
Crosby said. “The solos are usually either improvised or [we] make them on the spot.”
Hot Rod Deluxe, the first group of the evening, consisted of five members playing various instruments. They were directed by artist/teacher in
jazz trump Mark Berney and performed three pieces, “Straight No Chaser,” “Blue Bossa” and “Ease
Back.” This group had a very chill vibe with lots of
stunning solos. Armando Mirabal, on piano, wore
a very fancy fedora with a feather in it and said he
enjoyed the performance and had a lot of fun.
Next up was The McKenna Group (The McKenna Five) directed by John McKenna, artist/teacher in jazz saxophone. Ted Kutcher III, on piano,

announced the members of the band as well as the
pieces to be performed, “Whisper Not,” “Bouncin’
With Bud” and “Witch Hunt.” This combo also consisted of five members playing various instruments.
This group made me feel like I was in a French coffeehouse sipping a cup of joe. Their pieces were very
upbeat and bouncy and “Witch Hunt” had a spooky
Halloween vibe with powerful drumming by Brent
Moynahan.
The third combo to perform was the URI Jazz
Guitar Ensemble, directed by Jay Azzolina, artist/
teacher in jazz guitar, that consisted of six members all on guitar. They performed “Recorda Me,”
“Corcovado” and “Yes or No.” This group had a
very different sound since it was an all-guitar group
that reminded me of a movie soundtrack with lots of
fantastic solos from the guitarists.
The next combo was the URI Latin Jazz Ensemble directed by Zaccai Curtis, artist/teacher in
jazz piano. This group consisted of nine members
on various instruments and Curtis himself on the
cowbell. Curtis announced the group chose “Cuban
[jazz] pieces from mostly the 1940s” as they performed “Jazzin,’” “Woody’n You” and “Cuban Fantasy.” Being a bigger group, they had a strong sound
and a classic jazz feel with plenty of amazing solos
that will make you want to dance.
The fifth and final combo to perform was The
Zinno Group directed by David Zinno, artist/teacher in jazz string bass. They performed “Seven Steps
to Heaven,” “Unknown Mystery” and “Joshua.”
Daniel Mach-Holt on trombone announced the six
members of the group playing various instruments.
This combo had a very fast tempo and high energy,
featuring a lot of solos and a rhythmic swing beat.
URI Music will be holding performances
throughout the rest of the fall semester. For a full
list of upcoming events visit the music department’s
website.

October is a very popular month for many reasons. It marks the
true beginning of Autumn, Halloween is at the end of the month and
it is also Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
According to the National Breast Cancer Foundation, one in eight
women in the United States will be diagnosed in her lifetime. On
Friday night at the University of Rhode Island, the Student Senate
Cultural Affairs Committee hosted a pumpkin painting event in the
Memorial Union Ballroom to show solidarity to those impacted by
breast cancer within the URI community.
Cultural Affairs Committee Chair Angelica Tyson, a junior at
URI, has hosted and taken part in many activities related to breast
cancer through making hats, headscarves and other headwear for
women with breast cancer. She also made little pink ribbons and gave
them out for free to students. Tyson said that she has only worked with
and done things for breast cancer specifically, and she has received
much positive feedback on her work.
For the pumpkin painting event, Tyson said that it received the
most signups of any of her events since COVID-19 began.
“As a multicultural chair on campus, I strive to make sure everyone’s voices, backgrounds and experiences are heard on this campus to
feel like they belong,” Tyson said. “I feel like if you don’t see yourself
in a University, it affects every aspect of your life. I feel like if you see
yourself, you’re more likely to succeed and get your degree and make
friends [in] the process.”
Tyson said that a lot of events are sometimes “sad and boring,”
and she believed that painting pumpkins sounded “fun and exciting,”
which is why she chose it. It allowed for strangers on campus to connect and make new friends and was also a good way to get excited for
Halloween, and try to bring the spirit of Halloween to people.
You got to choose your own pumpkins and your own paint colors,
and then get creative and paint whatever you wanted. Tyson also provided apple cider for everyone to drink and brought three boxes full of
cookies from Insomnia Cookies for everyone to eat. It was a very chill
and relaxing experience, with a friendly and safe atmosphere overall.
Oli Horyn, a sophomore at URI, was sitting at a table painting
silhouettes of trees very accurately.
“I was talking to my roommate about it, and I said it sounded like
fun,” Horyn said of why she attended the event.
Painting next to her was her friend, sophomore Kristal Stahler,
who was also informed about this event by her roommate. Stahler
was painting a pumpkin with a pink base, and wrote the phrase “Save
the Boobies” on it; as a play on a ghost's “BOO.” After everyone saw
the phrase on Stahler’s pumpkin, it became the joke and quote of the
night.
In all, the pumpkin painting event was a very chill and casual
event that lasted for two entertaining and relaxing hours full of pumpkin painting, cookie eating and not having to worry about anything
else.

Kristal Stahler and Oli Horyn show off their painted pumpkins.
PHOTO CREDIT: David Broccoli | Contributing Photographer

PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
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Theatre major receives fellowship for
emerging students of color
Juliana Lepore | Staff Reporter

The Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre, located in
Warwick, granted University of Rhode Island senior theatre major Erik Robles with its first annual Gamm Fellowship Program for emerging artists of color.
The Gamm Theatre took three fellows, Robles, Maria
Cabral from Rhode Island College and Dan Garcia from
the Community College of Rhode Island, under its wing
for the 10-month program, which provides them with
opportunities in all aspects of theatre, according to Kate
Hanson, the theatre’s associate education director.
Hanson said each fellow has opportunities to work in
production, acting, resume writing, networking, marketing and teaching through The Gamm Theatre, working
alongside professionals and mentors.
“I am their overall advisor, however they have their
own individual mentors who are all established members
of the theatre community,” Hanson said. “The fellowship
program is a great opportunity for them to build professional skills and relationships that will help them in their
future careers.”
Robles said that he was honored to be chosen by the
theatre department at the University for this fellowship
and that he’s learned so much in the short time at The
Gamm Theatre, having started in September.
“I’m a production assistant, a part of the crew, as well
as an actor in the current production,” Robles said. “In
addition, I’m going to different middle and elementary
schools and learning how to teach.”
Robles continued by saying how flexible the program
is and how it caters to the fellows interests and needs.
“If you want to learn how to do makeup and costuming, you can,” Robles said. “If you want to learn the business and marketing side of it, you can. You can even learn
about graphic design and the process of making posters
and flyers. They really do a good job at allowing us to dip

our toes in anything we’re interested in.”
Robles admitted that, at first, he felt intimidated by the professionals at The Gamm Theatre, saying he felt underprepared and less experienced. However, he said that all the people
he’s worked with have been extremely helpful
and respective.
Robles applauded The Gamm Theatre for
creating this program for emerging artists of
color in a time of political turmoil surrounding
human rights. He said that the program makes
him feel “seen and heard” as a person of color.
In addition to being a full-time student and
fellow, Robles is the co-owner of his own production company, called Complex Ambition.
The company is based out of Providence, and
in the five years since its founding, their YouTube channel of the same name has gained almost 400,000 subscribers.
“We’ve developed relationships with labels
and artists to the point where now we work with
labels for commission,” Robles said.
He, alongside his friends from high school,
Victor Baez and Marlon Vargas, film videos reacting and critiquing different hip-hop releases.
Their channel also features videos of them singing in the car to popular artists such as Drake,
Migos and Trippie Redd.
Recently, the trio started a podcast called
the “CA Podcast,” where they continue their
Senior theatre major Erik Robles was granted the first annual Gamm Fellowship
music critiques and banter as friends. Their first
Program by the Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre.
episode, released on Oct. 19, was titled “Will
PHOTO CREDIT: Contributed by Erik Robles
You Cancel Us?”
As busy as he may be, Robles said that he is thankful
In addition to their successful podcast and YouTube for all of the opportunities he has, both inside the classendeavors, Complex Ambition is pairing with a clothing room, at The Gamm Theatre and through Complex Amcompany to create their own merchandise, which should bition.
be dropping in the next few months, according to Robles.

First ever SexFest kicks off with ‘Porn Day’
Student presentation looks at queer issues in porn
Kayla Laguerre-Lewis |
Entertainment Editor

Before starting her presentation, first-year transfer student Katie Riedy gave the small
group in attendance a warning
that it would include explicit
pornographic images and invited anyone who might be uncomfortable to leave.
Everyone stayed.
Riedy’s
presentation,
“LGBTQ+ Women in Porn: The
Good, The Bad and The Utterly F**ed,” hosted on Monday,
Oct. 18, was the second event of
the University of Rhode Island
Gender & Sexuality Center’s
first-ever SexFest.
“With SexFest as a whole,
we're hoping to promote a more
positive culture about sex and
sexuality on this campus to
hopefully, you know, make sure
that people are enjoying their
sexual selves,” Riedy said. “As
they’re, you know, very often
they are doing that on campus,
whether or not people want to
talk about it, and we want it to
be in a positive way.”
The Monday was labeled
as Porn Day, starting off with a
presentation on racialization in
porn then moving onto queer
issues in porn with Riedy’s presentation.

While Riedy went through
various PowerPoint slides, she
was very inviting of people’s
opinions and input to the point
that the event felt much more
like an informative conversation
than a lecture.
One participant was senior
gender and women’s studies and
psychology double major Jessica
Spalding.
“I was really looking into the
idea of queer issues in porn; I
feel like it's not very much talked
about, just in a general sense,”
Spalding said. “I think that it's
incredibly thought-provoking to
talk about these issues that we
don't really talk about outside of
academia and certain things like
that. There's a lot of discussion
online but it's really nice to have
a presentation that specifically
goes over queer issues in porn.”
Once many of the reasons
that LGBTQIA+ women may
enter sex work were established,
including increased risk of youth
homelessness and drug addiction amongst the community
and homophobic/transphobic
work environments elsewhere
to just purely enjoying sex, the
issues and exploitation of queer
women in porn specifically were
examined and discussed.
Riedy mentioned the “Jaws
Effect,” which is the theory that

after the release of the 1975 film
“Jaws,” audiences were more
likely to be afraid of sharks,
and it even led to an uptick in
the hunting of sharks. She used
this to show that media can
have a violent, negative effect
on behavior, which is why it’s
so important to see and understand how that effect works in
the making and consumption of
queer porn.
Much of queer porn is
made with a male audience in
mind, filmed for the male gaze,
to the point where both “lesbian” and “trans,” according to a
2019 study were in the top 10
most viewed Pornhub categories
in the United States; “lesbian”
being the second-most viewed
category. This leads to the sexualization of women who identify
this way, inducing “staggering”
rates of violence in comparison
to cisgender and heterosexual
women, according to Riedy’s
presentation.
Opponents of transgender bathroom equality even
use the idea of the hypersexual
transgender woman who they
believe will sexually assault the
cis women they’d be using the
bathrooms with as part of their
arguments; similar reasoning is
seen in history with lesbian, gay,
bisexual and Black people.

In 2021 alone, 40 trans people have been murdered so far;
sex workers make up a disproportionate amount of victims,
partially due to what’s known as
the “trans panic defense.”
The defense is defined by
the LGBT Bar as "a legal strategy which asks a jury to find that
a victim's sexual orientation or
gender identity is to blame for
the defendant's violent reaction,
including murder."
However, even though there
are clearly many queer issues
in porn that have real-life consequences, there are also many
positives attributed to queer
porn taken from the Feminist
Porn Awards. They encompassed what Riedy dubbed “ethical porn,” in which actors are
treated with respect and paid
fairly and are empowered by
the work, as directors collaborate with the actors, even incorporating an actor’s own desires
and fantasies. They challenge
stereotypes with the depiction
of realistic female pleasure and
expand boundaries of sexual
representation.
Riedy felt it was important
to highlight the positives as well,
especially as part of SexFest,
which is meant to be sex-positive.
“LGBTQ+ women deserve

porn that shows their real experiences so they can see themselves
in some media we consume,”
Riedy said. “Because, frankly, a
lot of people do consume porn
across the gender and sexuality
spectrum.”
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Men’s soccer scores big win
in home finale

Volleyball goes
1-1 in Mid-Atlantic
road trip
Kyle Standing | Staff Reporter

The team’s 3-1 win on Saturday assured that they will at least have a home playoff game in the A-10 Tournament.
PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
Zach Austin | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island Men’s Soccer
team has clinched home field advantage to start the
Atlantic 10 tournament, topping La Salle University 3-1 on Saturday night in their last home outing
of the regular season.
The Rams now move to 9-3-2 on the season,
along with a 5-1-1 conference record. They currently sit in second place in the A-10 with one game
left to play.
Although Rhody had a chance to clinch a top
four spot in the conference earlier in the week,
Head Coach Gareth Elliott was happy his team got
the result they needed.
“Any time you start playing conference play,
you start playing for points,” he said. “It puts us
in a decent position going into the last conference
game.”
URI got the scoring started in this one. After an
initial deflection by the Explorers, redshirt junior
Patrick Agyemang found the back corner of the net
to give his team a 1-0 lead. The forward is Rhody’s
scoring leader with seven goals on the year.
“I think the first goal, I was just in the right
place at the right time,” Agyemang said. “It deflected right to my foot, and I was able to tap it in.”
The Rams followed that up with another big
play, this time in the 42nd minute. On the assist,
Agyemang made a no-look pass back to sophomore
Kevin Castaneda, who was able to wind up and hit
the top of the net. This extended URI’s lead 2-0.
Agyemang finished the game with a goal and
an assist, which was good enough to earn him A-10
Player of the Week honors. This marks the Connecticut native’s second award of the season.
The Explorers would finally get on the scoreboard midway through the second half, cutting
Rhode Island’s lead back to one. Junior Nare, La
Salle’s leading goal scorer, connected on a laser that
passed right by the outstretched arms of Rhody
goalkeeper Stefan Schmidt.
Going in, Schmidt was the reigning A-10 Defensive Player of the Week for two consecutive
weeks, posting shutouts in URI’s last four matchups. Outside of the goal by Nare, the German had

another solid game, recording three saves.
“Stef [Schmidt] has been a rock back there for
us,” Elliott said. “He hasn’t conceded a goal in a
long time, and the one he conceded tonight was a
very special goal.”
La Salle’s momentum would not last long however. Less than three minutes after picking up their
first goal, Edvin Akselsen connected on a penalty
kick to bring the Rhody lead to 3-1 at the 70:18
mark.
This goal was a moment of redemption for
Askelsen. In URI’s previous contest, a 0-0 draw
against University of Massachusetts Amherst on
Oct. 20, the graduate midfielder missed high on a
penalty kick that would have been the game’s deciding goal.
A great defensive effort by the Rams the rest
of the way would seal the game in the final 20 minutes. La Salle struggled to get anything going all
game, failing to reach 10 total shots through 90
minutes of play.
A major part of URI’s success this season is the
presence of their home crowd. The Rams finished
with a 6-1-1 record at home this season, a testament to the presence their fanbase brings.
“The crowds this year have probably been better than I can ever remember them, going back to
my freshman year in 1998,” Elliott said. “We’ve got
that little Rhody Mafia group over there that we
like, they give us a little bit of energy as well.”
The players appreciate the presence of their
renewed fanbase as well.
“It’s just lovely that we have this supporting
cast,” Agyemang said. “I know in the past they
didn’t really have it as much, so we’re just grateful
for this.”
Rhody will close out their season on the road
against the first-place St. Louis Billikens. Even with
the success St. Louis has had this season, the Rams
are not treating this game any differently.
“No one is special, no one is different from each
other,” Agyemang said. “We’re all college students,
we’re all here for the same reasons. I don’t think,
when we’re on, any team can stop us.”
Both teams will face off on Saturday at 7 p.m.
at Hermann Stadium. The game can be streamed
live on ESPN+.

The Rhode Island Women’s
Volleyball team finished the final
leg of their four-game road trip
this past weekend, splitting matchups between George Mason and
George Washington.
The first matchup was against
George Mason in Virginia. The
last time the two teams played, the
Rams won at home 3-1. However, this time around, things were
much different.
The first set began as a backand-forth affair between the Patriots and the Rams, with George
Mason going 9-8 early in the set.
The hosts eventually got some momentum going with an 11-4 run to
win the set, 25-16.
The second set was a thriller,
with both sides taking it all the way
down to the wire. In the set, there
were 15 ties and seven lead-changes. Freshman Grace Hammond,
who finished the day with a whopping 28 assists, helped give the
Rams a 21-20 lead with a setup for
Mariah Paulette, but George Mason finished the set by winning five
of the next seven points to take the
25-23 victory.
The last set was as close as they
come with the Rams refusing to
be swept and the Patriots fighting
hard. It appeared that the Rams
had the set won after kills from junior Gillian Klise and Hammond
gave them a 23-18 lead. However, George Mason made another
comeback run and tied the game
at 23 before overcoming two match
points to win the set 28-26.
Notable performances from
the Rams included Hammond,
who finished with seven digs on top
of her 28 assists, as well as graduate
student Jamie Smith who added 11
kills and seven digs of her own.
The next match was a complete turnaround from the previous
day, as the Rams took on George
Washington, a team that they lost
to previously in heartbreaking
fashion by the score of 3-2. The
Rams, though, were determined to
turn their previous loss around.
They did just that.
The first set was all Rams as
they opened on a 10-2 run and
never looked back. The closest it
got was 21-16, but the Rams fin-

ished on a 4-0 run and won the set
25-16.
The Colonials responded in
the second set, holding the lead
until sophomore Brynne Wright
gave the Rams an 11-10 lead.
From there, the Rams used a 7-3
run and solid defense to finish out
the set 25-18.
The third set appeared as if
it would be a blowout as Rhody
scored seven of the first ten points.
However, a strong fight from the
Colonials tied the game at 19 before a 6-1 run from the Rams finished the set and match out with a
25-20 victory.
Hammond, once again, was
the star of the match, finishing
with 42 assists, six digs, one ace,
one block and one kill. Head
Coach Angel Agu has remained
impressed since day one with
Hammond’s desire to work hard.
“Grace is a winner,” Agu said.
“She wants to know when she
makes mistakes, and her desire to
improve for her teammates is so
impressive for a freshman.”
Hammond, though, gave all
the credit to her teammates.
“My teammates have really
shown me how to succeed at this
level,” Hammond said. “Their
mentality is so impressive, and it
shows me that I have to always be
focused on the next play and the
next game.”
Hammond was followed up
by senior captain Ella Ratzloff,
who finished with 16 digs, giving
her 407 for the year. With that,
Ratzloff became the first player in
program history to record multiple
400-dig seasons.
Agu was thrilled with her
team’s ability to turn a 3-0 defeat
into a 3-0 victory in just 24 hours.
“I think our team’s ability to
compartmentalize that first loss
was the reason we got that win
against George Washington,” Agu
said. “It’s pretty cool to see, in 24
hours, they can make that much of
a change in their mindset to get the
win.
Agu, Hammond and the
Rams look to finish October strong
this weekend when they take on
Duquesne and Dayton on Saturday and Sunday at Keaney Gymnasium. Both matches are set to
start at 6 p.m.

After a rough showing against George Mason, Volleyball bounced back 24 hours later
with a sweep vs. George Washington. PHOTO CREDIT: gorhody.com
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Rams mauled by the Wildcats on the road
Aniekan Okon | Sports Editor

After starting the season 5-0, the
University of Rhode Island Football
team has now dropped two games in a
row after a blowout, 44-0 loss at No. 5
Villanova University on Saturday.
The Rams’ woes from the previous
week continued, allowing a season-high
511 total yards, with 297 of them on the
ground, to the Wildcats while only gaining 165 yards and turning the ball over
four times. Quarterback Kasim Hill was
also held below 100 yards for a second
consecutive game, going 4-for-13 passing
for 22 yards.
“It was a tough outing,” Rhode Island Head Football Coach Jim Fleming
said. “We didn’t play very well, and Villanova played very well. A comedy of
errors made it a tough football game to
watch from the sidelines.”
This game was all Villanova from
the jump. For the second straight week,
Rhody fumbled the ball on their first
possession of the game. A bad snap from
center Sebastian Delasoudas left Villanova at Rhode Island’s 31-yard line. With
excellent field position, the Wildcats
quickly moved down the field and scored,
courtesy of a 3-yard run from running
back Jalen Jackson to make it 7-0.
On the ensuing possession, the Rams
put together their best drive of the afternoon, moving the ball all the way to
Villanova’s 32-yard line, but it would be
meaningless as they turned the ball over
on downs. Once again, the hosts took the
ball and marched down the field to make
it 14-0 with 22 seconds left in the first
quarter. This time, quarterback Daniel
Smith found tight end Todd Summers on
a slant route for the 5-yard score.

The Rams explosive offense went quiet in Saturday’s blowout loss against Villanova. PHOTO CREDIT: gorhody.com

Villanova continued the scoring in
the second quarter when Smith found receiver Rayjoun Pringle in the back of the
end zone for a 22-yard touchdown pass
to make it 21-0 and kicker Cole Bunce
closed the half with a 41-yard field goal
to make it 24-0.
Just when it seemed as though the
bleeding would stop, the Wildcats picked
up where they left off in the second half,
putting up an additional 20 points. Jackson scored again midway through the
third quarter to put the Wildcats up 310. Two more field goals and a rushing
touchdown from TD Ayo-Durojaiye gave
us the game’s final score.
The loss marks the first time that the
Rams have been shutout since 2016, also

against Villanova. Rhody has also been
held scoreless in the last seven quarters
of game action, dating back to Justice
Antrum’s 18-yard score with 21 seconds
left in the first quarter last week against
Towson.
Another big part of the team’s recent
struggles has been turnovers. In the first
five games of the season, the Rams posted a turnover margin of +6 and scored
44 points off of turnovers. Since then, the
margin has dropped to +2 and opponents
have scored 20 points off Ram turnovers.
“You guys jinxed us,” Fleming joked.
“It comes and goes. We had our hands on
a couple balls [Saturday] that we couldn’t
bring in, but it will turn back on for us.
Turnover margin is huge for this pro-

gram.”
The Rams hope to get back on track
on Saturday when they return home
to face the University of Maine Black
Bears. According to Fleming, the message is simple heading into the game.
“Beat Maine; plan and simple,” he
said. “It’s going to take everything we
have. We’re not going to stop working;
we’re not going to stop practicing. We
gotta count on coaching getting better,
players getting better and we gotta make
sure that we’re lined up in an emotional
feat ready to go play another tough CAA
opponent.”
Kick off is scheduled for 1 p.m. and
the game can be seen on Yurview Cox
Channel 4 and streamed on FloFootball.

Women’s soccer returns to A-10 Tournament
after historic win
Zach Austin | Staff Reporter

For the first time since 2016, the University of Rhode Island Women’s Soccer
team has qualified for the Atlantic 10 tournament.
In their last two games to close out
the season, the Rams suffered a 3-2 loss to
George Mason on Thursday night before
stunning the third-place St. Louis Billikens
1-0 in double overtime on Sunday.
Rhody finished the regular season with

a 5-4-1 record in the A-10, going 6-8-2
overall.
URI was in a tough position going into
their final game of the season. Against the
Patriots on Thursday, they took a 2-1 lead
after trailing early on. However, George
Mason completed the comeback, scoring
two unanswered in the second half to eventually win the game. Freshmen Cristina
Sallent and Tierra Garniss found the back
of the net for the Rams in the loss.
St. Louis had the advantage to start

Claire Ross and Tess O’Connell celebrate after Ross scores in OT to beat St. Louis 1-0.
PHOTO CREDIT: Siobhan Richards | Staff Photographer

Sunday, with the Rams coming off a loss
and losing one of their top players to injury, star midfielder Rebecca D’Anna. The
senior had been playing hurt, missing three
games throughout the year. D’Anna ultimately did not suit up for Sunday’s game.
The Billikens established some strong
possessions throughout, but strong defense by URI kept the score at 0-0 after
two halves of play. Sophomore goalkeeper
Faith Hutchins had another strong game
for Rhody, racking up eight saves and
bringing her season total to 64.
“We’ve been good defensively all year,”
Rhode Island Head Coach Megan Jessee
said. “It was a good defensive effort by the
whole team.”
Both senior Tory Bike and junior
Emma Derry stood out on defense for the
Rams. Derry missed the previous game
against the Patriots due to an illness, according to Jessee. Despite this, she returned
to the lineup for the match against the Billikens.
“She’s still kind of recovering from
that,” Jessee said.
The game went into extra time, but it
didn’t take long for the stalemate to finally be broken. In the 92nd minute, junior
forward Claire Ross took an open lane and
found the top corner of the goal for the
deciding score. She gave the Rams their
first win over St. Louis since Oct. 1, 2010,
punching their ticket to the A-10 tourna-

ment.
“I don’t really remember what happened, in all honesty,” she said after the
game. “I remember getting back onto the
field for the first overtime and our team going, ‘Let’s just make it quick.’”
The game-winning goal was the first
of Ross’s career. Fellow junior Laila Rosenthal recorded an assist on the play with a
short, behind-the-back pass to set up the
winning shot.
“I remember Laila Rosenthal looked
at me, passed the ball back, and I just said
to myself, ‘the only place this is going is the
back of the net,’” Ross said. “I’m glad I
buried it.”
URI finished in sixth place in the
conference and will start the tournament
with a rematch against the Billikens in the
quarterfinal round. Defending champions
of the last three A-10 championships, St.
Louis hopes to add another title, but after
Sunday’s win, the Rams feel like they can
pull off the upset once more.
“We’re definitely moving in the right
direction, we’ve definitely turned that corner where it doesn’t matter who we’re playing in-conference -- we can beat them,” Jessee said. “That little last confidence is kind
of what we were missing.”
Kickoff is scheduled for Saturday at 2
p.m. at Hermann Stadium and the game
can be streamed live on ESPN+.

